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INTELLECTUAL SUPPORTING SYSTEM OF VACS OPERATOR BASED ON THE FUZZY
DIAGNOSTIC MODEL

'I.V.Lockshina
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ABSTRACT: The purpose of our work was constructing and investigating of metods and algoritms of working
section gas-dynamic situations interpretation and diagnostics of cases of the anomal situations appearance by
using of symptoms masking possibility. The effective procedures of decision-making are planned to be
discussed. The idea is concluded in fuzzy models and algorithms applying to gas-dynamic situations
^identification under conditions of partial measurements by using of expert estimations.

1 INTRODUCTION
With the depth of undeground mining process the
gas emission, stratum temperature and gas-dynamic
incedents intensivity are being increased. Under such
conditions the resolving of questions of permanent
monitoring and controlling mine atmosphere
parameters complexity is very important for correct
functioning ofventilation and degazification systems.
The construction and modernization of the of the
Ventilation Automatized Control System (VACS)
don't eliminate the human-operator participation in
control countour. So the traditional programming
support of VACS has to be added by a new
programming system as intellectual supporting of
VACS operator under complex non-formal tasks
resolving.
The constructing of models and algorithms
and the VACS operator intellectual supporting
system realizing is an actual scientific tas*..

2 VACS OPERATOR SUPPORTING SYSTEM:
EVOLUTION OF IDEA
Coal mine atmosphere is a complex object of
monitoring and control. Complexity of object is
caused by the fact that object can't be completely
observed; the most part of information being
received from the object under monitoring is
stochastical, nonstationary, non-structured, that
causes impossibility of synonymous interpretation of
occurrences and, consequently, of difficulties in
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effective control decision making by operator of
system.
From the other hand, there are skilled
operators and experts being able to interpet complex
occurrences on the base of own knowledge by means
of identification of the situation under partial
measurement.
The decision-making support, in aspect of coal
mine atmosphere monitoring and control problem, is
a task of artificial intellegence which has a solution as
a constructing of intellectual system being able to
diagnose a current state of mine atmosphere and to
make grounded references for possible actions of
operator. The structural scheme of interconnecting
between operator and VACS' components is not
traditional. The control function is performed by
VACS and operator-of ventilation. The participation
of operator in control cycle consists in determining of
prognosed levels of gas contents registering of the
Automatic Gas Protaction System (AGPS) actions,
supervising on work of VACS, operative decision
making under instandart situations and following of
exact perfomance of the Accident Liquidation Plan
(ALP) under emergency situations. Analysis of
question of operative and correct decision-making
under mine atmosphere monitoring and control
shows the necessity of models and algorithms of gasdynamic occurences identification for mine
atmosphere state control. Pointed models and
algorithms present the base of intellectual supporting
system ofventilation operator decision-making under
mine atmosphere monitoring and control.
The idea of applicating of artificial intellect
methods for resolving of coal mine atmosphere

ventilation operator local task can be given off as a
task of determining of possible causes of methane
concentration deviations.

monitoring and control problem isn't original. In the
middle of 80-th there were elaborated and
constructed 3 expert systems for methane and dust
concentration control of mine atmosphere (UFEL,
SHEARER, IDSS) in the USA and in the UK. At the
same time there were elaborated and constructed 2
prototype expert systems for methane concentration
control in mine atmosphere: one was based on the
principles of situational control under uncertainty
(Provetrivanie), and the other was based on analysis
of quantitative symptoms and expert estimation of
gas-dynamic parameters realisation (METEX).

F2AF4-> F3

3 FUZZY MODEL OF VACS OPERATOR
SUPPORTING SYSTEM
Models and algorithms of called above systems are
based on production and frame methods of
knowledge representation. Logical methods of
knowledge representation didn't used in expert
systems of coal mine atmosphere control till
nowdays.
By the aim of elaborating of effective model
of intellectual supporting system, the tasks, resolved
by operator of ventilation in monitoring and control
process, were formed:
- supervising gas-dynamic situation on the working
face;
- solving tasks of identification of Mine Ventilation
System (MVS) parameters for control correction;
- determining of causes of gas-dynamic situation
variating (changing);
- decision-making in the case of considerable
methane deviations;
- emergency ventilation controlling;
- statistical reports forming.
Gas-dynamic situaion on the working face, in
its turn, depends on a number of mining-geological,
mining-technological and mining-technical factors
and displays in a form of gas-dynamic processes in
MVS and in a form of emergency situations.
So, we have logical form of mine atmosphere
monitoring and control total task:
Fl AF2AF4->F3VF5,
where Fl - mining-geological parametrs,
F2 - technological processes parametrs,
F3 - gas-dynamic processes in MSV,
F4 - technical parameters of MSV,
FS - emergency situations.
From the logical form of mine atmosphere
monitoring and control total task the logical form of
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Under decision-making operator uses the
following information :
- methanogrames, obtained (recorded) from different
points of working faces;
- mining techology;
- planned and actual states of mining;
- ventilation scheme of working face and MSV
topology;
- points of methane concentration sensors have been
placed;
- information about disturbances in ventilation and
degasation systems.
Such volume of information is enough for
operative technological situation restoring and
identification of causes of methane concentration
deviation, because single mining-technological and
technical factors form certain classes of occurrences
having got typical gas-dynamic spectrum (Fig. 1).
Such a fact allows the occurrences to be given off
from hidrances carryed by apparatus and connection
channels disturbances.
Choice of Fuzzy Diagnostic Model (FDM)
under resolving of gas-dynamic situation interpreting
task is based on following premises:
- complexity of diagnostic object, because the object
isn't completely observed;
- inexactitudes carried by sensors and connection
channels disturbances;
- stochasticaty of information received from the
diagnostic object;
- impossibility of synonymous interpreting of
situations because of possible combinations of
occurrences;
- possibility of model parameters expert estimating,
because skilled expert is able to interpret a situation,
having used partial measurements.
So, choice of FDM is based on presenting of
fuzzy vagueness and possibility of expert estimation.
The development of traditional object fuzzy
diagnostic model is occured in several directions:
- the matrix of sumptoms masking is introduced to
the model;
- the matrixes of minimum and maximum influence
of anomalies onto sumptoms are introduced instead
of the matrixes of influence and relations;
- the environmental anomalies are added to a list of
anomalies of object, if they can be causes of
symptom appearance;

Fig.l. Classification of gas-dynamic situations.
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- the advanced expert information can be taken into
account;
- algorithms of logical inference are given connecting
anomalies, symptoms, matrixes of influence and
masking.
Auxiliary axioms of diagnostic model are
following:
1. If there are no grounds for symptom then it
does not appear.
2. If there are grounds for symptom and
there are no grounds for it being masked then it
appears. '
3. The connected implications between
causes follow from cause links between them.
A global axiom of diagnostic model is
presented by disjunction of above mentioned axioms.
Truth of decision is function of interlogical
distribution causes and symptoms (logical analogue
of maximum verisimilitude method in statistics).
In diagnostic systems the direct-flow (from
symptoms to diagnosis) and the counter-flow (from
hypothesis of diagnosis to primary data) inference
engines are used. Algorithms of the direct-flow and
the counter-flow logical inferences are quite different
from traditional diagnostic algorithms, where the
diagnosis can be received from a number of
symptoms by using of single (incoherent)
implications processing. Elaborated algorithms are
logical interpretation of Zade composite rule and it's
turning.
The general unit of decision-making is
Inference Engine Unit used for tasks resolving.
Under decision-making it uses axioms and rules from
Knowledge Base and Factographical Data Base. KB
presents a number of axioms and mathematical
inference rules, FDB presents expert knowledge
tables. Such structure of intellectual system is quite
adaptable.
The important question connected with
organisation and turning of Knowledge Base is
procedure of expert estimation forming.
For receiving information from a group of
experts, a table "Occurrences- symptoms"of
estimation of truth of judgement "occurence Si
causes symptoms Pj" was used. The table was filled
in by everybody of experts. Then the processing of
expert data could be made. The results of processing
were used for Factografical Knowledge Base (FKB)
tables. Expert data correction have been made under
intellectual system functioning.

l.The actual aspect of coal mine atmosphere
monitoring and control problem - elaborating of
models, algorithms and programs of intellectual
supporting system of ventilation operator - is
resolved.
2.The logical form of total task of coal mine
atmosphere monitoring and control and local task
resolved by ventilation operator is made.
3. Analysis of quantitative nature of
information used by ventilation operator under
desion-making is made. Analysis shows effectivity of
fuzzy models and methods application.
4.Fuzzy diagnostic model of continuous
object is elaborated. Consructed model allowed to
take into account possibilities of occurrences
combinations and symptoms masking. Exept it,
apnor information (if it is necessary) about causes of
possible gas-dynamic occurrences can be taken into
consideration.
5.Algorithms of the direct-flow and the
counter-flow logical inference are elaborated.
Algorithms are not traditional because they are
logical interpretation of Zade composite rule and its
turning.
6.A shell of problem-independent intellectual
system is constructed. Programs are written on C++
in Windows 3.1 environment.
7.Capacity for work of system is comfirmed
by results of laboratory tests, including gas-dynamic
realisations processing by experts with the aim of
indentification of possible technological and technical
causes of considerable fluctuations of gas-dynamic
parameters.
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4 CONCLUSION
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